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The Nigerian Scammers Invade Facebook
Hoyy sure are you that the Facebook Uncle Bobis your real Uncle Bob?

By John C. Dvorak Se Ptember 12, 2011 I 30 Comments

Share 27 3 0

Beware, citizens of Facebook, Nigerian scammers are penetrating digital borders
— but you' ve got to give them credit for their moxie.

Here is how the scam works:

You' re a loyal Facebook user. All your privacy settings are as secure as possible.
E • • You' re connected with all your friends and your whole family, except for a Featured Downloads ADvERTlsEMENT

couple of laggards like Aunt Susie and Uncle Bob, whom you have encouraged

to join over the years. SYSTEM UTILITY
SlimWare DriverUpdate

Finally, Uncle Bob joins, but his wife Susie still refuses to join. You chat about this for a couple of months Scan, Download & Install the most up-to 
online until Uncle Bob gives up on her, saying she is just not interested. A few weeks later, Uncle Bob is date drivers on your PC. Quick & Easy.

Save $10 Now!»telling you that he met someone, or knows someone who just died. And guess what? The guy is worth $35
million. His wife, Uncle Bob's friend, needs to move his money out of ...3...2...1.... Nigeria! NEW ANTIVIRUS

VIPRE Antivirus
Holy crap, Uncle Bob is not your Uncle Bob. He's some scammer from Nigeria, posing as your relative. And VIPRE is already rated one of the best
you' ve been chatting with him, never bothering to verify his identity with your real Uncle Bob. antivirus products & it will not slow down

your PC.
Now, of course, when it all boils down, it's the same age-old scam. Some money in some place needs to Try VIPRE for Free!»
be moved somewhere else, and someone needs your help to do it. But this time, you think you actually
know the person pulling the scam since they are your Facebook friend or, in the worst case scenario, a
trusted relative.

I don't know who actually falls for these seams, but they represent a good portion of the Nigerian GDP.
Hot DealsAlthough illegal, Nigerian government officials tend to encourage them, as they are a great way to make

money from dumb Americans. And I suppose Europeans, Asians and other Africans fall victim to these All LogicBUY Deals LOGI( BU+4@I
schemes, too.

The variety of these seams has increased over the years. In the past, it was a simple formula: some
person dies and his wife needs to move millions of dollars of his ill-gotten riches out of the country. You PCMag Trending on Facebook
have been chosen to help. Why you? Because you are trustworthy. But you knew that already, yes?

Like ' 22K] Like PCMag.corn on racebookj INow, I have only heard about the exact methodology of this Facebook scam from third parties who
compare it to the original dead guy in Africa scam. You can expect the Nigerian experts to revert to the

Nike's 'Back to The Future' Shoes Climbclassics when they isolate a new group of perceived suckers. The Facebook addicts must be seen as sitting Above $3,500 Apiece
ducks for this action. 1,166 people recommend this.

I would advise Facebook users to find a way to verify your friends, if that is even possible. At least confirm F%Google Doodle Video Celebrates Freddie
Mercury's 65th Birthdayyour close friends or relatives. The victim seemed more humiliated by the fact that he was spilling his guts
3,737 people recommend this.

to a dear relative who in reality was some felonious Nigerian creep.
6 Ways the Motorola Droid Bionic Is Better

There is little you can do to prevent this bullcrap from happening on Facebook. For example, there is Than the iPhone

supposedly a John C. Dvorak on Facebook, although it's not me. Countless people have told me that 308 people recommend this.
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they' ve friended me on Facebook and they are always shocked when I tell them I do not use it. "Then who Filmmaker Replaces His Eye With a Camera
is that'?!?" they always ask. 528 people recommend this.

Hey, now I can say it could be a Nigerian scammer. fl Apple to Match $10K in Charitablea
Contributions Per Employee

Anyway, be on the lookout. Don't be a victim. 110 people recommend this.

Facet/cck social plugin
More John C. Dvorak/
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• more
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Go off-topic with John C. Dvorak.
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Rubric Independent Thousands of observations completed
www.randasolutions.com/observation

Which ID Theft Service?
Compare LifeLock, Identity Guard, TrustedlD & Other ID Theft Services
www.NextAdvisor.corn
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Ross 18 hours ago

You' re obviously a complete idiot and cretin to say "the Nigerian government encourages them". Racist airhead.

1 person liked this. ~Like ~Reply

callanish 17 hours ago in reply to Ross

............prove otherwise that the Nigerian government doesn't support these seams......and where do you get off
calling him a racist out of "the Nigerian government encourages them". Nothing racist about that or are you just
seeing what you want to see. People from Nigeria are scamming other people from all over the world with these
seams and their government doesn't do a damn thing about it; that's the reality, so deal with it!

f ferret7463 and 4 more liked this ~Like ~Reply

someone 14 hours ago in reply to callanish

callanish, u too are an ignorant moron. first, without going by the post above clearly written by an idiot, can u
prove that the nigerian government supports this kind of crime? second, the nigerian government established
the EFCC, and they' ve done more positive work in cranking down on this kind of crime (as it relates to
nigerians) than any other law enforcement agency in the world. statistically. as published in their
reports. third, the nigerian GDP is HUGE, enormously huge, 379.99 billion dollars to be exact (thanks in part
to being part of the OPEC and supplying much of the world's oil), so a crime like internet fraud will not
generate a fraction of one percent of that per annum. So, in summary, u're a bonafide moron. much like the
ignorant racist writer above.

1 person liked this. ~Like ~Reply

http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L...

Huh. Just saying.

~Like ~Reply

someone 11 hours ago in reply to Jendendanny

funny how the same source u post that shows the GDP figure in the 200 billions also support my
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claim... http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N.... just saying too.

~Like ~Reply

"someone". An appropriate screen name for a Nigerian government official....

~Like ~Reply

someone 11 hours ago in reply to Jendendanny

what u show is per capita, what i used is the total estimate for 2010, as corroborated by the same
source. are u interested in the actual argument, or are u just looking to discredit me?

~Like ~Reply

someone 11 hours ago in reply to Jendendanny

mr. or ms. (or both, since u americans roll the androgyny/transgender way) jendendanny, even if
we settle for the IMF per capita GDP of 216 billion dollars, how is the money generated by
internet fraud (by nigerians alone) a substantial part of this GDP? ure not making any sense at all.
u have no point here. so "huh" away back and return to ur reality tv shows and fast food. i'm
surprised u even read blogs... ure a case of another (biased) country heard from.

+Like ~Reply

someone 11 hours ago in reply to Jendendanny

i know what it is, mr or mrs (or mr-mrs) jendendanny wants to show off his googling skills while
other people are having a meaningful debate. kudos for showing us that u can google GDP, now
go google "voetsek".

~Like ~Reply

callanlsh 5 hours ago in reply to someone

Tlas n o meaningful debate going on here. It's just you talking a lot of crap with yourself
spurting pro-Nigerian propaganda that doesn't prove squat while you resort to insulting
individuals, nations and then have the audacity to call others racist while you pull bogus
numbers out of your rear end like anyone gives a damn about the GDP of
Nigeria. California alone has a 1.8 trillion dollar GDP. You want to know the amount of
seams that are going on in this state. The scamming of people around the world related to
the Nigerian GDP proves absolutely nothing and your little fact about producing much of the
world's oil. Nigeria supplies the world with 3.5% of the oil; hardly as you put it "supplying
much of the word's oil". I wouldn't have even bothered replying to you, because you come
across as a complete jackass, but I do enjoy watching people making a complete horse' s
ass of themselves on the internet and frankly if I didn't have better things to do, I'd wind you
up some more, but I responded to you this once because I' ll let you in on a little secret;
nobody cares about your so called little facts. Its all about perception. Ask a percentage of
people when they think of online seams, what country do you think they associate that with;
it's Nigeria the majority of the time, so on behalf of my biased, moronic, racist, ignorant,
reality show watching American ass that really couldn't give a damn about Nigeria, go ahead
and continue to argue with yourself. I couldn't care less, because what you call " a
meaningful debate" with whomever you seem to be having it with, I call it pure
entertainment, but please keep firing away. because I'm sure others that come across your
little one man soap box rant will be so fascinated by the GDP of Nigeria that they' ll now
embrace all these Nigerian e-mails that come in from complete strangers offering to split
large quantities of money with them out of the goodness of their heart.

2 people liked this. ~Like ~Reply
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